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Introduction
Value-creation models propose that business organizations can be viewed as complex bi-directional networls of resources, strategies, and outcomes, all linked by a series of measurable A COMPARISON OF THE EFQM EXCELLENCE MODEL AND THE BALDRIGE AWARD CRITERI.A propose that, given these differing environments, the two models are well suited to helping their respective constituencies achieve their common objective of value creation4.
ffi Value-creation models If one searches the business literature for a generally-accepted theory of the firm that proposes a mechanism demonstrating how firms create value for their owners, one finds instead anecdotal models that purpon to explain, from the perspective of the CEO of a particular company' why that company has been so successful. These anecdotal models tend to come and go, generally following the fate of the companies they describe.
One notable excepdon to this anecdotal approach can be found in the TQM discipline. There, models have been developed in an attempt to describe structurally the characteristics ofa business that is operating effectively, or creating value. The /o greater than the SE P 500 (NIST [12] ). This is not a well-controlled sudy (no adustment for risk, no matching on firm characteristics), however other more rigorous studies (Hendricfts and Singhal l7l,Til and Przasnysld t13]) have also concluded that Baldrige winners significantly outperform the market as a whole, though by much less of a margin than reported by NIST. Only one study has considered the operating performance of Baldrige winners. Hendricla and Singhal [8] The Baldrige Criteria Framework is applied, both through selÊassessmenr and by the award examiners, based on three evaluation dimensions: Approach, Deployment, and Resulm. These dimensions consider, respectively, the appropriateness and effectiveness of methods used, the extenr to which the approach has been applied, and the outcomes achieved. Each evaluation dimension is intended to be applied to all framework criteria.
ffi observations
The original frameworks, with their criteria, sub-criteria, and poinr weightings, are presented in Exhibit l. Both models assign scores on a 1000-point scale, with the point allocation reflecting a weighting among t.he elements of the Êamework. However, the models differ in the number of criteria (9 in EFQM, 7 in Baldrige) and the number and grouping of sub-crire ria (32 in EFQM, 19 in Baldrige), so in order to compare the frameworks we found it necessary to converr from one model to another, using the detailed descriptions provided in the selÊassessmenr documents ([6] , [ [4] ). An American deûnition of performance may be argued to give grearer emphasis to market superiority, while a European definition may lean toward tradition and long-term commitment. Regardless, the concept of performance and value as embodied in the rwo models needs to be more precisely defined (for a relevant discussion, see Bessire [1]), as does the concept of sustainable performance (Herriau [9] ).
Another possibility is that r}e EFQM and Baldrige models are in fact embedded in a greater and more universal model of business performance, representing only different but overlapping portions of such a model. As a step in the direction of defining a more general model, we briefly consider how the two models map onto the strategic model called the Balanced Scorecard. 
